The Effects of Physical
Distancing on A/E/C
Marketing & Business
Development Professionals
TACTICS TO LEAD OUR FIRMS THROUGH
THE CURRENT COVID-19 CRISIS

COMMUNITY AND
CONNECTION ARE
MORE CRITICAL
THAN EVER.
The team at Elevate Marketing Advisors recently held three virtual
cohort meetings gathering more than 225 marketers and business
developers from across North America in an open forum to discuss
what we can do to support our firms and keep things moving in
the A/E/C industry.
The overriding theme? Community and connection are more
critical than ever! And, we need to know we are not in this alone.
Through a number of polls as well as large- and small-group
discussions, here are some additional key takeaways:
First and foremost – don’t panic. Stay on track with your Business
Development plans until we know how the markets settle. Don’t
chase shiny objects (projects) out of desperation. Stay the course.
This is not 2009. Our banks are strong, and we have a shortage
of available homes and office space. Developers are taking
advantage of low interest rates to invest in new properties.
Keep reading for more!
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POLLS
WHAT IS YOUR CURRENT WORK STATUS?
Respondents were able to check more than one box.

Working
from home
Busy/Can’t
keep up
Work in
the office

Reduction
in hours

5%

98%

28%

2%

Furloughed

3%

HOW ARE YOU COMMUNICATING WITH CLIENTS?
Respondents were able to check more than one box.

Social media
posts

Standard
status email

Personal
phone calls

Nothing
yet

4%

Video
calls

59%
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80%

82%

64%

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST
COMMUNICATION CHALLENGE
YOU AND YOUR TEAM ARE
FACING RIGHT NOW?

WHAT CHANGES ARE YOU
SEEING IN SHORT-LIST
INTERVIEWS?
7%

10%

Lack of communication

Interviews proceeding
with teleconference

12%

20%

Overcommunication

Interviews on hold

28%

31%

Getting leadership
to communicate
proactively

Interviews
postponed

53%

39%

Client-centric
and value-driven
communication externally

Interviews proceeding
with video conference

ARE MARKETING & BD COORDINATING WITH ONE ANOTHER?
7% 93%
No

Yes

ARE YOU ENGAGING IN CLIENT EMPATHY MAPPING TO UNDERSTAND YOUR
CLIENTS’ CURRENT PAIN POINTS – BEYOND DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION?
61% 39%
No
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Yes

SAYS

THINKS

USER

DOES

FEELS

CLIENT
EMPATHY
MAPPING
This powerful tool allows you to
understand your clients’ emotional
needs, drivers, fears, questions, and
anxieties simply through your own
understanding and awareness.
EXAMPLES
MULTI-FAMILY PROJECT
Tenants are trying to stay 6 feet apart but the outdoor
fixed seating clusters on property are too close together.
The landscape architect on the project contacted a
vendor who delivered (in 24 hours) inexpensive,
stackable, individual seating that tenants can move to be
compliant, thus providing a great resident experience!

HEALTHCARE
A firm collected and delivered essential supplies (like
masks) and another delivered dinner to hard-working
medical staff at one of their projects.

PUBLIC WORKS
A firm reached out to the Director of Public Works to
offer support. The Director, concerned about the strain
on the sewer system with the quarantine, asked for help
spreading the word to stop flushing wipes.
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TIPS
DAY-TO-DAY LIFE IN A VIRTUAL WORLD
›	Maintain Routine: Get up at the same time, shower, dress, listen
to your morning “commute” radio show. Maintain normalcy.
›	If you can, set up a workspace that is uniquely your own.
›	Teams/staff want and need over communication. Use the various
forums you have at your access for virtual coffee breaks, snack
breaks, lunches, and even happy hours.
›	Open a Zoom room from 7am to 6pm – a virtual water cooler – for
people to have a place to hang out and chat.
›	Many states are functioning differently; for national or global
firms, pay attention to this and establish protocols that work
for each location.
›	Offer mental health support. The new normal is hard for many
people and they need support. Check in with your people –
especially those who live alone.
›	Keep things moving forward.

STRATEGY
›	Ask your clients what’s their biggest challenge? And, use your
network to help them solve the problem.
›	Engage in market research to get ahead of a changing market
and better plan for the future. Develop BD, marketing, and client
capture plans.
›	Audit your BD and marketing processes to strengthen
your approach.
›	Improve (or develop) your client experience strategy.
›	Create and send out thought leadership content positioning your
team as the go-to experts able to quickly adapt to challenging
external forces.
›	Be prepared when we get back to work to hit the ground running.
What will ‘new” look like? What are you doing to position to be
ahead of competitors?
›	If clients have empty facilities due to quarantine (schools, etc.)
can your firm get in early for renovations, etc. to be ready for the
new school year.
›	New client development can’t be done in-person. Use this time
for online research to “get to know” the prospect. Create client
capture plans. Learn all you can so when are able to meet in
person, you are prepared.
›	Use down time wisely. There’s never been a better time to
update your CRM, project sheets, bios, etc.
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Telecommuting
is successful across
most firms.
Firms are
communicating better
than expected
working remotely.
Firms are pivoting
from a growth
mindset to living
in the now.
Now is a good time to
gain critical feedback.
“Client Savvy has seen
feedback response rates
increase by 17% in recent
weeks with Covid-19. It’s
more important than ever
to gain critical insights from
your clients regarding their
needs, wants, and the challenges they are facing.”
BLAKE GODWIN
President/Partner, Client Savvy

COMMUNICATION
›	Acknowledge things have changed and are different – internally
and externally.
›	Communication is more than “we are open for business.” How can
we meet you where you are? No more canned/generic emails.
›	Let clients know you are still on task. Host weekly virtual meetings
with owners to review progress, answer questions, etc.
›	Have Principals and PMs call clients directly and ask about their pain points
and what you can do to provide support (maybe provide them a script to
ensure they are on point). Cohort participants said many of their clients
need a place to share what they are dealing with and to tell their stories.
›	Develop a focused social media strategy based on client needs and
pain points.
›	Shift external content to be sensitive to what’s going on with Covid-19.
Manage the appropriate messages externally.
›	Use social media to align with your clients and their needs/messaging –
particularly as it relates to healthcare, education, or public works
(reinforce messages like “don’t flush those “disposable” wipes.)
›	Use your SoMe for good news – something to remind us that we’ll be
OK or that we are safe and secure.
›	Focus on client-centric communication.

TRAINING & ONLINE INTERVIEWS
›	Interviews are moving to virtual platforms. Reach out to experienced
coaches to ensure your team is ready for the virtual presentation.
›	Focus on building skills. Use live, virtual training to bring learning
to your team.
›	Find out the size of the selection committee and if they will be in the
same room or at their respective locations.
›	Be creative and show personality in interviews (virtual BINGO card for the
audience).

Hear from our
first-round
attendees:
“I LOVED THIS. It was
so helpful and nice to
see everyone’s faces
and hear that they are
experiencing all of the
same challenges I am.”
“It was good to connect
with a wide spectrum
of people throughout
the continent in a
similar field.”
“It was great to hear
others ideas and
concerns and be able
to bounce ideas off the
breakout group.”

›	Practice, practice, practice – both your presentation and with technology.
›	Assign a point person on your team to manage the interview. They are
the master of ceremony for your presentation and will step in if technology
goes awry and to direct questions during Q&A.
›	Have team members raise their hand if they have something significant
to add.
›	Email the client an interactive PDF after the presentation to recap; include
design work, and any other distinguishable material.

“It was so beneficial to
learn how others are
thinking, behaving,
and responding during
this pandemic.”
“You all demonstrated
excellent execution for
the cohort yesterday –
thank you for hosting!”
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YOU’RE NOT IN
THIS ALONE.
CHALLENGES WE HEARD
›	My biggest challenge is sharing the
office with my husband and having
overlapping video calls which can
be distracting.
›	Leading teams remotely
(particularly for young managers).
›	Managing your marketing team...talk
daily. Give strict deadlines for client
work. And give daily internal
assignments, but offer some
flexibility and grace. Remember,
working from home includes
challenges (home schooling, pets,
sharing space, etc).
›	One firm just wrapped up a
successful 3-5 year strategic plan.
Now, they are switching goals from
what was an aggressive mindset to
how do we deal with today. They hit
pause long enough to rethink how
to be relevant now.
›	Technical teams working with large
files (Revit) in the cloud is one of
the biggest struggles. Suggest up/
downloading files to desktops once
a day to reduce strain on networks
and connectivity.
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RESOURCES
ELEVATEMARKETINGADVISORS.COM

12 Tips to Elevate Your Virtual
Meeting
Navigate the Impact of COVID-19
We’re Open for Business! Strategies
for Continued Marketing & Business
Development in a Climate of
Social Distancing
SMPS
SMPS.ORG/CATEGORY/PIVOT-AND-FOCUS

Virtual Meetup: A/E/Crisis
Communications
10 Simple Tips to Thrive While
Working From Home
Pivot & Focus
MORNING BREW.COM

Guide to Living Your Best
Quarantined Life

ELEVATE COHORT
PROGRAM
We all need community right now. We need to know we are #allinthistogether.

COHORT GROUPS
The Marketing & BD Annual Cohort Program connects
you with a community of A/E/C marketers and business
developers across North America! Each individual cohort
will be comprised of 15 marketing and business developers.

COHORT MEMBER BENEFITS INCLUDE:

›	Facilitated monthly cohort (bi-weekly through July)
›	Curated content based on YOUR cohort group’s
unique challenges
The C-Suite Annual Cohort Program connects you with a
›	Expert guest speakers
community of A/E/C firm leaders across North America!
›	Slack channel communities for continuous engagement,
Each individual cohort will be comprised of 10 C-Suite
advice, feedback, and resource sharing
leaders (no direct competitor firms will be in the same small ›	Special virtual events open only to cohort members
group) where you can confidentially share your specific
(like virtual happy hours, free webinars, and more)
challenges and triumphs in leading your firms.
›	2021 special in-person event for cohort members
only (additional cost)
Both groups will provide members access to a much larger
› $20 per month membership fee (to cover platform costs).
community of other cohorts through special events and
communication platforms.
Visit elevatemarketingadvisors.com to sign up today.

MEET ELEVATE’S TEAM OF COHORT FACILITATORS

JEN NEWMAN
CPSM

CARLA THOMPSON
FSMPS, CPSM

DOUG PARKER
FSMPS, CPSM

CINDY ROTH

DENA WYATT

MERCEDEZ
THOMPSON

SARAH KINARD

CAROLYN
FERGUSON
FSMPS, CPSM

JOY GUINN
FSMPS, CPSM

MARION THATCH
FSMPS, CPSM
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